Rank 4 groups with a 3-transitive suborbit such that the graph constructed with respect to this suborbit is connected and has no quadrangles are investigated. Two cases are considered on the Z-transitive representations of an edge stabilizer on the two sets of vertices adjacent to that edge, viz., when these representations are equivalent, and when they are inequivalent and have different permutation characters. The connection between the latter case and the point-line incidence graphs of desarguesian projective planes is also investigated.
INTRODUCTION
In [2] Bannai has determined the primitive extensions of rank 4 of 5-transitive permutation groups in the case that all the suborbits are selfpaired, and in [3] he has shown that in the case that two of the suborbits are paired, then there does not exist a primitive rank 4 extension even of a 4-transitive group. Cameron has shown (see, e.g., [4, Theorem 4.43 ) that if r is an undirected, regular, connected graph of valency k with vertex set 9, and if G is a group of automorphisms of f such that for XEQ, the vertex stabilizer G., is 3-transitive on A(X) (the vertices adjacent to x) and transitive on LIP (the vertices at distance 2 from x), then either (i) r is explicitly known, (ii) precise information is known about k, and r is strongly regular or obtained from a strongly regular graph, or (iii) for any JJE d,(x), Id(s) n d(y)] d 2. Moreover, [4, Theorem 5.21 , in the situation above, if G, is 3-transitive on d(x), or if G, has rank at most 3 on d,(x), and if G is primitive, then either (i) G has rank 3 or is doubly transitive, or (ii) Id(.w)nd(y)l <2 for ye&(x).
The aim of this paper is to investigate the above situation when G is a rank 4 group on Q, G, acts 3-transitively on d(x) for XER, and from those used in [Z] in that we will be analyzing the graph defined with respect to the 3-transitive suborbit, which, in place of the primitivity assumption on G, we will assume to be connected.
Henceforth we shall be assuming the following. Let G be a rank 4 permutation group on a set Q and suppose that G has a suborbit d(x), for x E Q, of length k 3 3 on which G, acts 3-transitively, and that the graph r defined with respect to this suborbit is connected and has no quadrangles. We then prove (ii) G is primitive, k = 2N for some N 2 3 and G, has a regular normal subgroup of order 2N. Further, r is a pentagraph (i.e. has girth 5 and each path of length 2 lies in a unique pentagon) and for each n < N, r has subgraphs which are pentagraphs of valency 2", except possibly for the case N=4 andn=3.
It should be noted as well in the conclusion of the theorem, that G, is either the group of affine linear transformations of dimension N over the field of order 2 or possibly (in the case N = 4) a subgroup of index 8 of the aforementioned group (see [6, Corollary 8.21 ). (In particular, we have that G, is not 4-transitive.) THEOREM 2. Suppose that for y, z adjacent vertices in r, and for x E A( y) -(23, G,,., is transitive on A(z) -{ y }. Then either (i) G is primitive, k = 4 and G$')zE~, or (ii) G is imprimitive, G > PSL(3, k -1) and r is isomorphic with the point-line incidence graph of a desarguesian projective plane of order k -1, or (iii) G,., is 2-transitive on both A(z) -{ yf and on A(x) -{y}, but for u E A(z), G,,.,,, has 2 orbits on A(x) -{ y>, neither of which is a single point (so, in particular, k > 4).
(The point-line incidence graph of a projective plane is the graph whose vertex set is Q = (points of the plane} u {lines of the plane} such that .Y, y E Q are adjacent if and only if x is a point on line y or y is a point on line x. ) An example in case (i) of Theorem 2 is given by the action of G = Z, on the set 52 of 3-element subsets of { 1, 2,..., 7). Here IQ1 = 35 and G has rank 4 with subdegrees 1, 4, 12, and 18. I know of no examples in case (iii) of Theorem 2. However, in case (ii) of Theorem 2, examples abound, and arise precisely from 2-transitive collineation groups of projective planes. This correspondence is discussed in Section 4 of this paper (see Theorem 3 in Section 4).
In Section 2 of this paper we introduce the notation which will be used as well as collect together all the group theoretic and numerical facts about rank 4 groups which will be needed in the paper. In Section 3 we will prove Theorem 1, and in Section 4 we prove Theorems 2 and 3. The recently announced classification of ail the finite simple groups has made possible the determination of all the 3-transitive permutation groups (see, in particular, Section 5 of [S]). This is used when needed in the proofs of the Theorems.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The terms rank, subdegrees, suborbits, pairing of suborbits, intersection matrices, etc., will be as in [7] and [9] . We assume G is a transitive rank 4 permutation group on a set Q with subdegrees 1, k > 4, 1 and m, i.e., G is transitive on 9, and for XEQ, G, has orbits of length k, I, and m on Q -{x}. So for x E Q, we can write Q = {x} u A,(x) u A2(x) u A,(x), a disjoint union, where each Ai is a G, orbit (the nontrivial suborbits) with A,(x)~=A,(x~) for all gEG, and /Al(x)/ =k, IAz(x)l =I, and jA3(x)l =m. We will write A(x) for A,(x) and assume that G, acts 3-transitively on A(x).
Associated with each suborbit A,(x), i= 1, 2, 3, we have regular graphs Ti, independent of XEO, defined as follows. The vertices of Ti are the elements of Q and the edge set of Ti is { (xg, yg): g E G} for y E Ai (and independent of the choice of YE Ai(x The valency of Ti is IAi( and r, is undirected or directed according as A;(x) is or is not self-paired. In the proofs of the theorems we will be assuming that fl has no quadrangles and is connected, so that, without loss of generality, for YE A,(x), Id,(x) n A,(y)1 = 1. This is equivalent to saying that the points of A,(x) are at distance 2 from x in rl and also implies that all Ai are self-paired. So we shall assume this fact henceforth.
Corresponding to each nontrivial suborbit we have the intersection matrices 01 0 0
where for 1 < i, j< 3, the intersection number k, = Idi n A,(y)1 for some y E A,j(x), i.e., k, = the number of edges from a point y E A,(x) to Ai in the graph T,. For 1 <i<2, 1 <j<3, I,= IAi(x)nA,(y)l, and for 1 <j<3, m3j = 1 A,(x) n A,(y)1 for y E Aj(x). The latter intersection numbers also have interpretations as the number of edges from y E Ai to Ai in the graphs r2 and r3, respectively. Since the valency of Ti is 1 Ai(x the column sums of Mi are all equal to I Ai(x)l.
The conditions on these parameters are as follows:
k,,k=k,,t k,,l= k,,m, and k,,k = k,,m, l,,k = kzzl, 131 k = k2,m, and Ll= 123m71, l,,k=kat m3,k=k3m, and m3,1= l,,m, The graph polynomial for rI (which is the minimal polynomial of M, divided by X -k) is F(X) = X3 + AX* + BX + C, where and u as eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of f-, , or the degrees of the nonidentity irreducible characters of G appearing in the permutation character on Q.)
We have already noted that a pentagraph is a connected, undirected, regular graph of girth 5 such that each path of length 2 lies in a unique pentagon. There is a unique pentagraph of valency 3 called the dodecahedral graph which is isomorphic with the vertices and edges of a dodecahedron. The facts about dodecahedral graphs which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1 can all be found in Section 2 of [ 151.
PRWF OF THEOREM 1
Henceforth, assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and write f for f,. Since r is connected and for x E Q, G, is (at least) 2-transitive on d(x), r has no triangles and so k 1, = 0. Also, r has no quadrangles so that k,, = 1 and thus, since the valency of r is k and for XE Q, G, is transitive on d,(x), we have l=k(k-1). Hence k2,k=k,,k(kl), so that kZ, =k-1. Since the column sum of M, is k, we have k,, = 0 and so r has diameter 3 with d3(x) the vertices at distance 3 from X.
Let a = k,, and b = k22. Since f is connected, a # 0. Then We may assume j=2. Now G,,, is transitive on the k -2 points of d2(x) n d(z) = {z?,..., zk _, }, and fixes h. So there is g, E G,,., with -?f'= zi, 2 6 id k -1 (where g, = 1).
for all i, 2<i<k-1, and hence a>k-1.
If a = k -1, then m = k, which contradicts [ll, Proposition 3.51, since k 3 3. Thus a = k and m = k -1. The following sublemma shows that this is impossible except for k = 6 or 56, in which case G is imprimitive.
.SUBLEMMA.
If there exists a transitive rank 4 permutation group with subdegrees 1, k > 1, I = k(k-l), and m = k -1, for which the graph constructed with respect to the suborbit of length k is connected, then k = 2, 6 or 56, and the group is imprimitive. where we may assume s is an integer and s, t, u are the roots of
So s= -1, tu= -k, t+u= -1 and we may choose t, u so that t -u = J1+4k.
Solving these equations we get For k = 2, the group is clearly imprimitive. For k = 6 and 56, we have from the parameter conditions that k 32 = m32 = 0 so that in both these cases r3 is not connected and so G is imprimitive and the sublemma is proven. Proof: Let x E R and U, u, w distinct points of A(x). Since G, is 3-transitive on d(x) we can see by applying the material on dodecahedral graphs referred to in Section 2, that if K= G,,, then K" = Aut(n)zA, x Z,. Let 1 #zeZ(K") so that r2 = 1. In K, there is a subgroup L such that L"zE, and L fixes x.
Since L" fixes xX, if x' E A(x), then (i) follows. Similarly if x7 E A*(x), then since r has no quadrangle, L fixes pointwise a pentagon on x and hence two points of A(x). So (i) follows in this case too.
So suppose x'~A~(x). Then jA3(x)l =k(k-l)(k-2)/a= (G,: G,,I.
Also, since G, is 3-transitive on A(x) we have k(k -l)(k -2) = IG,: G,,,, 1. Now by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 of [ 143, G,,,,. fixes n and so G,,,, < G,, and IG,xr: G,,,,,( = a. Also IL: G,,,, I = 6, and L< G,,,. Thus IG,,: LI = 46, whence 6 I a. Thus (ii) follows and the lemma is proved.
LEMMA 4. We have k 2 6 and a > 6.
Proof If k = 3, then r is a dodecahedral graph which has diameter 5, contradicting r having diameter 3. So k # 3.
Suppose that k=4. Then F(X)=X3+(a-l)X2+(a-7)~+4-3a. Let s be an integer root of F(X). Then a(s' + s -3) = -s3 + s2 + 7s -4 = --~(~~+~-3)+2(~~+~-3)+2s+2.
Thus S(S+ 1)-312(s+ l), so that s(s+ l)-316.
This together with the fact that a is an integer with 1 6 a < 4, gives the two possibilities s = 2, a = 2, and s = -1, a = 3. It is now a simple matter to show that in both of these cases, r, , f 2r and r3 are all connected so that G is primitive. However, the former case contradicts Proposition 3,3(i), and the latter case, Proposition 3. Suppose a = 3. Then it can be verified that 112 = 3(k -2) = lz3, II1 = k -1,
so that r,, f,, and r3 are connected, whence G is primitive. Then by Proposition 3.2(iv) of [ 1 I], we get a contradiction, so that a 3 6. Proof. Suppose G, is 4-transitive on A(x). Let y, E A(x) and z, E A(y,) n A2(x). Then there is y2 E A(x), y2 Zy,, and z2 E A(yz) n A,(x), z,f-1, with Z7, = (x, y,, zl, zl, y2) the unique pentagon on any of its paths of length 2. Let u E A(z,) n A,(x). Now suppose that VE A(u)n A,(x) with v fzi. Since f has no quadrangles, v 4 A(??,). Since r has no triangles, u # z2. Thus v 4 A(y?) or else (z, , z2, y,, v, u) would be a second pentagon (different from Z7,) containing the path (zl, z2, vz) of length 2.
Thus u E d(y,) for some y, Ed different from y, and y,. Let l7, = (x, y,, u, W, y) be the unique pentagon on (x, y3, u) for some y E d(x) and wed*(x). Now, yfy, and alsoy#y, or else (y,, W, u, u,z,) would be a second pentagon on (y,, w, u). Suppose y # y,. Since G, is 4-transitive on d(x) there is an element r E G, which fixes y, and y2 and interchanges y3 and y. Thus z fixes Z72 (as a set) and hence interchanges u and w. Further, r fixes 17, pointwise and hence r fixes z,. Thus we have the pentagon (Z,? u, u, w, u') on the path (zi, M, 0). Also, there is GE G, with cr fixing y3 and y and interchanging y, and y,, so that CJ interchanges z, and z2 and fixes u. Hence we have the pentagon ("I,, u, u, uO, z2) on the path (z,, u, u) as well, a contradiction. Thus y = yz. Now let ZZ, = (u, zi, y,, w,, ur) be the unique pentagon on (u, z,, yi), for some z,#~~~~d(yr)nd~(x), and Z74=(~,y,,wl,ul,y4) the unique pentagon on (x, y,, wl) for some y4ed(x) and 11, ~d(~,)nd,(x). Clearly y, # y, . If y4 =yz then, since 17, is the unique pentagon on (y,, X, yz), we must have u'r =zI, a contradiction.
Thus y4 # yz. If y4 =y3 then the element r E G, which interchanges yz and y, and fixes y, will interchange u and n', hence also y, and y3 (see n,) and hence interchanges 17, and 17,. Thus r will interchange z, and w, and hence also u and u, (see n,). Since u E d(u) we thus have u' E d(u'), i.e., w E d(u,). But w E ad and u E d(u,) so that (u, u,, w, u) is a quadrangle, a contradiction. Hence y4 # y, and also
is empty. Now, H= G.rF,Y2,.4 fixes Z7, and D, pointwise, hence fixes zr and w*, and thus fixes I7, pointwise. Therefore H fixes u as well. Since G, is 4-transitive on d(x), H is transitive on A(X)-{yl, y,, y4j and since u~d(u) with u E d(y,), we have d(u) n d( y) is nonempty (having exactly one vertex) for all y E d(x) with y # y, and y,, and is empty otherwise.
Thus a = 1 or a = k -2. The former is excluded by Lemma 4 and the latter by Lemma 5. This completes the proof of the lemma. LEMMA 7. In the situation of Case ZZZ, we have that G is primitive, k = 2N for some N 2 3 and G, has a regular normal subgroup of order 2N. Further, for each n < N, the pentagraph r has subgraphs which are pentagraphs of valency 2", except possibly for the case N = 4 and n = 3.
Proof: Using the parameter conditions, we can check that r, and r3 are connected so that G is primitive. By Lemma 6 we know that G, is not (b) G,s'M~, and k = 12. Now the stabilizer of three vertices in d(x) fixes exactly three points, whence by [ 141, Lemma 2.4, f has a subgraph which is a pentagraph of valency 3, i.e., r has a dodecahedral subgraph. Thus by Lemma 3, a = 6 or 12. Again let s be an integer root of F(X). Then if a=6 we have s3+5s2-17s-54=0, so that (,s'-17)(s+5)= -31 which contradicts s being an integer. If a = 12, then s3 + 1 ls2 -1 ls-120 = 0, so that (s2 -11 )(s + 11) = -1, again giving a contradiction.
(c) G, zM22 and k = 22. Again, as in (b), we have dodecahedral subgraphs so that a=6, 12, or 18. The case a= 18 contradicts jd3(x)l =m being an integer, and a = 12 leads to the existence of an integer s with (s2 -31 )(s + 11) = -111, which is impossible. This leaves the possibility that a= 6. In this case, we have F(X) = X3 + 5X2-37X-104 = (X+8)(X2-3X-13). Let s= -8 and t, u be the remaining roots of F(X).
Then, by Lemma 1, there are integers fr , f2, and f3 with fi +f,+f,=2W
-8f, + tf2 + uf3 = -22, and 64f, + t2fi + u'f, = 44066.
It is now a routine calculation to show that no such integers fi exist, whence we have a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We first prove THEOREM 3. Let G be a rank 4 permutation group on a set Sz, with subdegrees 1, k > 3,1= k(k -l), and m = (k -1 )*. Let r be the graph constructed with respect to the suborbit of length k and suppose that r is connected. Then r is isomorphic to the point-line incidence graph of a desarguesian projective plane of order k -1 and G (which is imprimitive on Q) contains a collineation group of the plane which is 2-transitive on the points of the plane (so in particular, G > PSL (3, k -1) ).
Conversely, a collineation group of a projective plane of order n which is 2-transitive on the points of the plane gives rise to a rank 4 group G as above with k = n + 1, satisfying the h-ypotheses of Theorem 2.
Proof: Suppose that G and r are as in the statement of the theorem. Analysis of the parameter conditions (using the connectivity of r) shows that the intersection matrix is
It can be seen readily that r2 is not connected so that G is imprimitive (in fact, r is bipartite). Now let x E Sz and d,(x) be the suborbit of length k(k -1). Let P = (x} u d,(x) and L = d(x) u d,(x). Then we see that the sets P and L satisfy the axioms for a projective plane of order k -1 (with, say, P the points of the plane and L the lines), and r is the point-line incidence graph of the plane. Also G,, the set of elements of G which fix P, is faithful on P and is 2-transitive on P because certainly G, is transitive on d,(x) and since d*(x) is self-paired, if y E d,(x), then there is an element which interchanges x and y and fixes the set P (because k,, = k,, = kS3 = 0). Thus the plane is desarguesian and G, > PSL( 3, k -1) (see [ 131) .
Conversely, if H is a collineation group of a projective plane of order n which is 2-transitive on the points of the plane, then by [13] , we know that H > PSL (3, n) and the plane is desarguesian. Further, H is transitive on triples (p, Li, L,) where p is a point of the plane, L, and L, are lines of the plane with L1 incident with p and Lz nonincident with p. Let a be a polarity of the plane and define G = H(a). Then G is a rank 4 permutation group on S2 = {points of the plane} u {lines of the plane}, satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2. This completes Theorem 3.
Assume now the hypotheses of Theorem 2. As in [2] , Lemma 2(i), we have the following, which is given without proof. G,,,, in G,, is k -1. By hypothesis, G,,, is transitive on d(z) -(y) , so that by' Lemma 8, G,,,, is 2-transitive on d(z) -{ y }. Since d2(x) is self-paired, there is an element of G which interchanges x and z (and hence fixes y since r has no quadrangles). Thus we have similarly, that G,,., is 2-transitive on 4x) -b>.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, the intersection matrix M is given by
Since r is connected we must have in this case that b =O, so that m = k(k -1 )'/a. Now let u E d(z). Then we have either (1) G,,,,, is transitive on d(x)-{v} or fixes a point of d(x) -{u}, or (II) G,,,,, has 2 orbits on d(x)-(y>, neither of which is a single point (conclusion (iii) of the theorem).
In Case I, it is now easy to see that a = 1, 2, or k. As in Proposition 3.1(i) of [2] , we have a# 1. So suppose that a=2. Then as in Proposition 3.l(ii) of [2] we get that k=4, 7, 16, 56, 154, 379, 742, 1379, 3404, 6671, 166754. (Note that k # 29 or 137 since fi is an integer.) Further, by considering the intersection matrices Mz and M, we have (using the parameter conditions given in Section 2) that r3 is connected, and r2 is connected if and only if k #a = 2. So G is primitive. k-2 k-a (Here, a can be shown to be greater than or equal to 3.) In the case that a = k, there is a connection between the study of such rank 4 configurations and biplanes, similar to the one given in Theorem 3 for projective planes. given by the action of G = PSL(2, 19) on the cosets of an A, subgroup. The degree is 57, the subdegrees are 1, 6, 30, and 20 and the distinguished set of pentagons of r are those pentagons fixed pointwise by involutions of G. The valency of r is 6 and G,z PSL(2, 5) in its action on d(.u).
